This paper presents a real-time method for detecting pedestrians using vertical motion form two consecutives frames. We used association approach to match edge curves between consecutive images. Significant motions can be found using horizontal-vertical projection histogram. Then the pedestrian detection process is achieved in two steps. The first one searches the region of interest by using the intersection of vertical and horizontal projection of significant motion. The second step applies the Adaboost classifier on the region of interest provided by the first step. The proposed approach has been tested on different city traffic image sequences acquired by a camera mounted in a moving car. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Pedestrian protection is a key technology for many future applications of intelligent vehicles. Large variations in pedestrian appearance (e.g. clothing, pose) and environmental conditions (e.g. lighting, background) make this problem particularly challenging. The goal of our approach is to develop a system with enough speed and accuracy to be useful for detecting pedestrians in real city traffic. The key to achieve this is to detect horizontal motion between corresponding edge curves from two consecutive images. The association approach [14] [13] is used to find this correspondence between edge curves. M. El Ansari et al. [12] proposed a novel approach for stereo matching using spatiotemporal matching of edge curves of the consecutive frames. Many other interesting approaches for pedestrian detection have been proposed [8] [15] .
Adaboost classifier [21] [17] is a last step in this process to separate pedestrian from non-pedestrian for each ROI (region of interest). The interesting part of this work is the utilization of Adaboost only for small image windows. An image window is simply a ROI detected in first step using horizontal motion of edge curves. This strategy is very useful to reduce the computational time and to optimize the classification process. Zebbara et al. [24] [25] used the same approach for on road vehicle detection.
The set of edge curves that will be used for motion detection are extracted from two consecutive images using Canny edge detector algorithm [9] . Only significant vertical edge curves can be selected. Then the temporal correspondence between curves of consecutive images is computed based on the socalled association [14] [13] . False positive are significantly reduced by using Winner-takes-all (WTA) on each corresponding edge curves. The motion velocity can be easily computed by comparing positions of each corresponding edge curves. In this work we propose to use horizontal-vertical motion projection histogram to present significant motions from two consecutive images. Many ROIs (region of interest) can be found from the histogram. Finally the Adaboost classifier has been used to validate pedestrian from nonpedestrian.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After reviewing the related work in section 2, section 3 overviews temporal matching of edge curves using association method. The proposed pedestrian detection method is detailed in section 4. Experimental results are presented in section 5. We conclude the paper in section 6. [22] . Some methods use neural networks [23] or SVM [10] [5], others techniques are based on the detection of specific pattern, texture or motion clues [19] [11] . Stereo vision based approaches are also used in this topic [4] . A number of sensors embedded in Intelligent Vehicles to perform the objects detection task. These sensors can be classified into passive and active sensors. We propose to use passive sensors in our vehicle detection approach. The data that we are going to process to achieve pedestrian detection are images taken from a camera embedded in a moving car. This paper describes a modified association-based approach [14] [13] for pedestrian detection. At each time, the decision of the presence of motion in the road scene is made based on the current frame and its preceding one. This method exploits the displacement of edges in the frames. At each edge point in one frame we look for its associate one in the preceding frame. The moving object can be detected on the basis of the analysis of association results. Adaboost classifier is used to verify if an obstacle is a pedestrian.
RELATED WORK

TEMPORAL MATCHING OF EDGE CURVES OF CONSECUTIVE IMAGES
This section describes the method used to match the edge curves of consecutive images. The matching algorithm is achieved in two stages. The first stage finds the possible candidate matches based on the association constraint and the association between edge points of consecutive images. The second stage disambiguates the multiple candidate matches and keeps only the ones that minimize a cost function.
Detecting Edge Curves
In this subsection we used Canny edge detector algorithm [9] to find our edges points, it is regarded as one of the best edge detectors currently in use. It provides continuous edge curves, which are vital to the proposed matching method. We keep only the non-horizontal curves and curves that their lengths are bigger than a threshold, in this paper we fixed a threshold of 5, that means all curves small that 5 are eliminated.
Association Constraint
In order to lower the combinatorial complexity of the matching problem, the possible homologous edge curves must meet two constraints: the uniqueness constraint and association continuity constraint.
Uniqueness constraint
Each feature can at most be associated to one feature in the previous image. That means, one feature in the current image should be not associated to more than one in the precedent image.
Association continuity constraint
We consider that the physical surfaces are locally continuous, and this continuity is appeared on both current and next frame. Consequently, a connected edge points in the current image must associate to the connected ones in the previous image. In this work, this constraint is satisfied by using the Winner-takes-all (WTA) algorithm on each edge curves. In other words, the associate points should be belonging to the same object contour which they share the greatest associated points.
Edge Curves Matching
Association between edge points of consecutive images
The main idea of the proposed approach is to detect the motion between consecutive images. The authors have proposed the so-called association to achieve this task [14] [13] . This subsection describes the method used to find the association between edge points of consecutive frames (i.e., association between edge points of the images I k-1 and I k . Let us consider two edge points P k-1 and Q k-1 belonging to a curve C k-1 in the image I k-1 and their corresponding ones P k and Q k belonging to a curve C k in the image I k (see Fig. 1 ). The associate point to point P k-1 is defined as the point belonging to the curve C k whith the same y-coordinate as P k-1 . Two associate points are two edge points belonging to two corresponding curves of two consecutive images of the same sequence and having the same y-coordinate. From Fig. 1 , we remark that point Q k constitutes the associate point of P k-1 . More details about how to find the association between consecutive images is available in [14] [13] . 
Temporal correspondence
In this subsection, we illustrate how to find the correspondence between edge curves of consecutive images based on the association computed in the previous subsection.
Temporal correspondence consists then of finding for each edge curve in the current image its corresponding one in the previous, if it exists. A connected edge points in the current image must associate to the connected ones in the previous image, which it shares the greatest associated points, this constraint is satisfied by using the method of Winner-takes-all (WTA) on each curve (Fig 2) , then many false associated points are corrected. This can be explained by the associated points should belong to the same object contour and they should have similar or closer gradient magnitudes and orientation. In this work, we use an important cost function (Eq 1.) described below in this paper. This function computes the distance between two candidate associate points using gradient magnitudes. The edge with smaller cost will be considered as associated pairs of features. The association approach does not guarantee that each feature in the image have its associated point. But some good associate points are enough to match two curves. Edge curves correspondence using association between edge points of consecutive images, associate edge points can be belonging to different curves. The WTA algorithm will be used to correct false associated edge points.
Cost function
As a similarity criterion between corresponding edge points, we use a cost function based on the gradient magnitude and orientation at the matched edge points. Let e k-1 and e k be two edge points belonging to images I k-1 and I k , respectively. We denote by m k-1 and m k (resp. O k-1 and O k ) their gradient magnitudes (resp. orientations), respectively. We assume that associate edge points on the consecutive images should have the same (or closer) gradient magnitudes as well as the same (or close) orientations. Therefore, we define the cost function as follows.
Where (x,y) and (x',y) are the coordinates of the edge points e k-1 and e k , respectively.
PEDESTRIAN DETECTION
Here we describe the proposed method for pedestrian detection. The proposed approach is subdivided into many steps as shown in Fig.3 . in this work we used a fast motion detector algorithm for obtaining horizontal motion velocity for each edge curves. Then a horizontal-vertical projection histogram has been used for detecting the ROIs (Region of Interest). Finally a Adaboost classifier has been applied for each ROI to validate detected object (Pedestrian or not). 
Moving objects detection
We propose a motion-based attention mechanism to improve the performance of pedestrian recognition system, this attentive strategy utilizes horizontal motionof curves, for each curve in current image we compute displacement velocity with the previous image. Therefore, we used the representative motion vectors found for each curve to detect moving objects, and then the ROIs (Region Of Interest) should be found for each moving object, for reach to this purpose the horizontal and vertical projection histogram has been used. Fig.4(f) and Fig.5(left) show the projection histogram. 
ROIs Estimation
Until this step the moving objects have been detected. Now we should localize ROIs. To achieve this task we propose to use the Horizontal-vertical histogram projection obtained in previous section. We concentrate only where significant motion is detected. This significant motion is presented by closest picks in histogram. With horizontal-vertical projection the ROIs can be easily obtained. Fig.5 shows ROI extraction.
. 
Validation and Classifier
The literature propose many techniques to classify and validate detecting object, in this work we have tested two methods, the first one use the ratio of height to width for each detecting ROI, this ratio has been used for omitting some object which do not respect pedestrian form. The second method which is the last step in our pedestrian detection system use Adaboost Classifier to validate detecting object. In order to make our system detection very fast as possible, ROIs detected have been used as sub-search area for Adaboost Classifier process. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
CONCLUSION
Our approach has been proposed to detect pedestrian crossing street in front of vehicle. The method is dedicated to intelligent vehicle applications. The proposed method is very fast, due to the association method between edge curves of successive images. The time can be reduced more by using GPU card for our implementations. This new method has been tested on different real image sequence and the results are satisfactory. We started by finding association between edge points and then corresponding curves of successive frames. Good cost function is used for this task. Then localization of ROIs is achieved by using horizontal and vertical projection histogram. Finally, the Adaboost classifier is applied on the RIOs provided by last step. In the future work, we plan to improve this step of proposed method. The eventual future technique should provide more accurate pedestrian detection and need less running time.
